LA PLACETA DE LA MEL (HONEY SQUARE)

Traditionally, el Carrer de la Mel (Honey Street) was a narrow street full of workshops among which. In the corner with a more commercial street Carrer d’Urgell, there was a marble little factory. Over the years this street has been affected by several urban projects that basically foreseen to make it wider. Now the city-planning configuration of this area is still not concluded, but in the meantime the city council has been acquiring estates amongst which this one from the old Marble workshop. Noting, therefore, that it can be long until the definitive urbanization starts, it was decided to opt for a solution that would give public use to the space even if it was provisionally.

THE PROJECT

It consists on demolishing the existing constructions and makes a provisional urbanization of the resulting plot with a sand pavement. Also pilots were placed to prevent the entry of vehicles as well as banks, trees and a street lamp.